When fat, oil and grease
clog your municipal and
residential wastewater system.
Arm your crews with Grease-X
®

The total package solution.

Grease-X Jet

Available now – Grease-X® - with the power to
keep your municipal and residential wastewater
systems clear of fats, oils and grease (FOG) using
your own crews and equipment. The three GreaseX formulas make a complete package to clear FOGchoked pipelines and lift stations, prevent FOG
buildup and eliminate pipeline odors.

Grease-X Jet is a fast-acting version of Grease-X
Emulsifier that is specially formulated for use with
jetting equipment. When used with your jetting
equipment, it quickly unblocks FOG-choked
pipelines and immediately restores pipe flow
capacity. And unlike many solvent-based cleaners,
Grease-X Jet breaks down grease, oil and
petroleum products without generating toxic
flammable vapors.

Grease-X Biozyme
Grease-X Biozyme uses nature’s own
microorganisms to digest FOG in your wastewater
system and prevent future backups. Grease-X
Biozyme features highly concentrated microbes
that coat pipelines and lift stations, reproducing
and spreading throughout your system. Biozyme
microbes also secrete enzymes that further digest
FOG. Grease-X Biozyme is all natural, non-caustic
and non-polluting. And because Biozyme microbes
actually eat grease rather than just break it into
smaller pieces, it reduces the load on wastewater
treatment plants.

Grease-X Emulsifier
Grease-X Emulsifier is a concentrated, heavy-duty
emulsifier that penetrates and softens all forms of
FOG to clear blockages and restore flow. Grease-X
Emulsifier contains biodegradable, non-ionic
surfactants, chelating agents and water. Grease-X
Emulsifier is non-caustic and non-polluting; it
contains no halogenated solvents and no corrosive
chemicals. Plus, its excellent biodegradability
makes Grease-X Emulsifier ideal for meeting
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
regulations for mixed wastes.

From the makers of RootX®
You can count on Grease-X to be easy to use and
effective because it comes from the makers of
Root. Grease-X continues the RootX tradition of
non-caustic, non-polluting pipeline maintenance
products that are easy for municipal and residential
crews to apply.

Grease-X is available now!
Contact your RootX sales
representative for more
information.
800-844-4974
www.RootX.com

